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Abstract 
Taking the sample data of 145 high-tech enterprises continuously surveyed in Anhui 
Province from 2013 to 2018 as the analysis object, through OLS estimation and quantile 
regression analysis, it is found that preferential tax policies have a positive impact on 
the operating efficiency of high-tech enterprises in Anhui Province, and income tax 
incentives have a positive impact on the operating efficiency of high-tech enterprises in 
Anhui Province. Each operating efficiency enterprise has a positive impact, and has a 
greater impact on the high operating efficiency enterprise, while the R&D expense 
deduction has a greater impact on the medium and low operating efficiency enterprises. 
At the same time, the quantile regression results are more reliable than the OLS 
estimation results. Through the analysis of the mediation effect, it is concluded that the 
R&D expenses of enterprises under the preferential income tax policy have a partial 
mediation effect on the operating efficiency, but the mediation effect is low. 
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1. Introduction 

In order to implement the innovation-driven economic development strategy. In 2008, my 
country officially promulgated the "Administrative Measures for the Recognition of High-tech 
Enterprises", which grants many policy preferences, such as tax policy preferences, to 
recognized high-tech enterprises. It aims to provide policy support for the development of high-
tech enterprises in order to achieve high-quality innovation-driven economic development. In 
response to the national innovation-driven economic development strategy, Anhui Province 
has implemented the policy by actively implementing the innovation-driven development 
project. In recent years, high-tech enterprises in Anhui Province have been in a steady and 
progressive development trend. From 2009 to 2018, the added value of high-tech enterprises 
in Anhui Province increased from 109.39 billion yuan to 535.44 billion yuan, with an average 
growth rate of 19.3%. The proportion of the added value of enterprises in GDP rose from 10.9% 
to 17.8%, with an average growth rate of 5.6%. The total corporate profits rose from 28.43 
billion yuan to 111.34 billion yuan, with an average growth rate of 16.4%. The investment in 
scientific and technological activities increased from 13.66 billion yuan to 54.98 billion yuan, 
an increase of nearly four times, and the average growth rate was as high as 16.7%. The main 
economic indicators of high-tech enterprises are all showing an increasing trend, and the 
average growth rate is relatively high. 
Preferential tax policies are aimed at reducing the tax burden of enterprises. They are an 
important economic intervention method for the government and an important supplement to 
market-oriented behavior. They can effectively adjust the market balance and promote healthy 
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and high-quality economic development. Since the implementation of the tax and fee reduction 
policy, preferential tax policies for identified high-tech enterprises mainly include: reduction of 
corporate income tax at a rate of 15%, reduction or exemption of various taxable amounts, 
additional deduction of research and development expenses, research and development A 
variety of preferential policies such as personnel subsidies and incentives, accelerated 
depreciation, etc. In recent years, the tax reduction and exemption of high-tech enterprises in 
Anhui Province With the continuous promotion and implementation of the tax reduction and 
fee reduction policy, the tax reduction and exemption of high-tech enterprises has increased 
year by year, and the proportion of corporate income tax reduction and exemption has 
exceeded 90%, indicating that the tax reduction and exemption of high-tech enterprises The 
preferential policies are mainly income tax concessions. The first focus of this paper is how the 
government's preferential tax policies affect the operating benefits of high-tech enterprises in 
Anhui Province, and how they affect high-tech enterprises with different operating benefits. At 
the same time, the impact of the preferential tax policy on the business efficiency of high-tech 
enterprises in Anhui Province from 2013 to 2018 is not limited to the direct impact, but may 
have an indirect impact on the business efficiency through the mediating effect of intermediary 
variables. The mediating effect of mediating variables is the second focus of this study [1]. 

2. Literature Review 

At present, scholars have carried out certain research on the impact of preferential tax policies 
on high-tech enterprises. The main research conclusions are: 
Du Jun and Wang Haoyan (2013) analyzed the panel data of high-tech enterprises in Changzhou, 
and found that the preferential tax rate policy significantly increased the total profit of 
enterprises. Lin Xinwei (2020) used the panel data of 214 listed companies on the Growth 
Enterprise Market from 2013 to 2018, and concluded that tax incentives have a significant 
positive impact on corporate performance. Cui Jun et al. (2009) concluded through research 
that the prominent changes in the preferential income tax policies are conducive to the 
development of high-tech industrial zones. Gong Yiming (2019) used quantile regression to 
analyze the panel data of A-share listed companies and found that companies with different 
R&D intensities were affected differently by preferential tax policies[2]. 
Peng Jing (2019) found through research that preferential tax policies can provide indirect 
financial support, increase the R&D investment of high-tech enterprises, and then promote 
technological development. After testing, it is concluded that R&D investment plays a partial 
intermediary effect. Kang Lizhen, Li Zhumei (2018) used the R&D investment of enterprises as 
the mediating variable, combined with the step-by-step test method and the coefficient 
difference method, and concluded that the R&D investment of high-tech enterprises has a 
partial mediating effect on corporate performance. Yan Ping and Zhang Jiale (2019) used panel 
data to analyze the impact of non-state-owned top ten shareholders' shareholdings and 
managers' shareholdings on business performance, using R&D investment as a mediating 
variable. After testing, the mediating effect of R&D investment was significant. 
At present, the coefficient product method for testing the mediating effect mainly includes Sobel 
and Boostrap. The normal distribution requirements of the Sobel test for the mediating effect 
often make the accuracy of the test results questioned. The Boostrap test does not require the 
sampling distribution of the mediating effect items, and can obtain accurate confidence 
intervals for the estimated mediating effect values, with high statistical power. 
To sum up, the preferential tax policies can promote the development of high-tech enterprises. 
However, the conclusions of the study are relatively general, and there is a lack of separate 
discussions for different levels of samples. According to past research: R&D investment has a 
certain mediating effect, but the scientificity of the method of mediating effect in the past is 
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debatable. Exploring the impact of preferential tax policies and comparative research on 
enterprises with different operating benefits is the innovation and focus of this research. Based 
on the research of many scholars, this paper will use provincial panel data to compare and 
analyze the results of least squares regression and quantile regression, and conduct in-depth 
research on enterprises with different distributions of operating benefits. At the same time, the 
Boostrap method is used to test whether the mediating effect of corporate R&D investment on 
business efficiency under tax incentives is significant, and a more accurate conclusion is 
obtained. 

3. Theoretical Mechanism 

High-tech enterprises mainly use R&D and innovation to promote the development of the 
industry. Due to the characteristics of the industry, innovation outputs (new technologies, new 
products, etc.) can easily lead to market monopoly and externalities, which make the market 
lose its self-regulating role. Monopoly and externalities will make the "invisible hand" of the 
market lose its ability to self-allocate resources, leading to market failure. The operating 
benefits of high-tech enterprises mainly come from the innovation output of enterprises, and 
the technological monopoly and externalities generated by R&D innovation can easily lead to 
market imbalance. At the same time, the high cost and high risk of R&D activities will further 
increase the resistance to innovation and development of enterprises and affect the 
implementation of the national innovation-driven economic development strategy. Therefore, 
it is necessary for the state to give certain support to high-tech enterprises, to adjust the market 
balance through certain policy means, to increase the R&D investment of enterprises, to 
stimulate business benefits, and to share and transfer the risks faced by enterprises. such as tax 
incentives. 
Macro policies such as tax incentives can adjust the allocation of social resources, solve 
problems such as insufficient effective demand, and avoid market imbalances. Give full play to 
the economic leverage of the policy "internal stabilizer" to regulate the market and stabilize the 
economy. It not only enables high-tech enterprises to obtain certain financial support, but also 
can share and transfer the risks encountered in the process of R&D and innovation of 
enterprises. The current preferential tax policies for high-tech enterprises mainly include: 
Income Tax Preferential Policies Income tax preferential policies affect the operating benefits 
of high-tech enterprises in both direct and indirect ways. The direct impact of corporate income 
tax incentives is mainly by reducing corporate income tax rates and increasing tax deductions 
and exemptions. Tax rebates to increase the current income of the company. Income tax 
reduction and exemption and tax rebate can directly increase the net profit of the enterprise 
and improve the operating efficiency of the enterprise. Compared with the tax rebate, the 
impact of income tax reduction and exemption is more time-sensitive and has more research 
significance. Indirect effects are as follows: the income tax reduction can enable enterprises to 
obtain more R&D funds, increase R&D investment, help enterprises to obtain more innovative 
outputs (new technologies and new products), gain more market share, and stimulate profits. 
R&D Expenses Deduction Policy. The additional deduction of research and development 
expenses is based on the actual research and development expenses of the high-tech enterprise 
according to a certain proportion (currently 175%) of the taxable amount of income tax 
deducted in advance, reducing the current taxable amount, which can directly increase the 
current financial affairs of the enterprise, and the deductible taxable amount at the same time 
It can enable enterprises to obtain more R&D funds, increase innovation output, and indirectly 
improve the operating efficiency of enterprises. In addition, the super deduction of R&D 
expenses also has a certain risk sharing ability, which reduces the economic losses caused by 
R&D failures to enterprises, and effectively shares the pressure of R&D and innovation activities 
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of enterprises. This study will analyze the impact of preferential tax policies on the operating 
efficiency of high-tech enterprises by comparing the least squares regression and quantile 
regression of panel data. At the same time, the mediating effect of R&D expenses is explored[4]. 

4. Establishment and Analysis of the Model. 

4.1. Variable Selection and Data Description. 
Data Sources. The research data comes from the Oriental Fortune website, the official website 
of the Anhui Provincial Taxation Bureau and the official website of the Anhui Provincial 
Department of Science and Technology. Deleting non-consecutive enterprises, enterprises with 
missing index data and abnormal data, selecting 145 high-tech enterprises for 6 consecutive 
years from 2013 to 2018, a total of 870 sample data for 7 indicators, and some indicator data 
are obtained by manual sorting. 
Variable selection. Profit is the essence of enterprise pursuit. The main indicator of enterprise 
operating efficiency is enterprise net profit, and the data of enterprise net profit is easy to 
obtain and accurate. Therefore, net profit (NP) is used as the explained variable. Through the 
above analysis, the main tax preferential policies for high-tech enterprises are income tax 
incentives and R&D expenses super-deduction, while the amount of corporate income tax 
reduction and R&D expenses super-deduction is easy to obtain and accurate. Therefore, the 
corporate income tax reduction (TS) is selected as the explanatory variable 1, and the R&D 
expense deduction (RDEPD) is selected as the explanatory variable According to many previous 
studies, the research and development expenditure (RD) of high-tech enterprises is used as a 
mediating variable. The control variables selected in this paper are: corporate researchers' 
personal income tax (PITFR), operating income (OE), and year-end assets (YEA). 

4.2. Build Panel Quantile Regression Model 
The traditional least squares regression can only describe the mean effect of the explanatory 
variables on the explained variables, and the estimated value of the least squares regression 
coefficient is easily affected by extreme values, especially when the sample data has significant 
heteroscedasticity, thick tail or sharp peak distribution, even if The least squares regression 
results also lack accuracy under large sample conditions. At the same time, least squares 
regression requires more error terms (normal, independent, homoscedastic) for sample data. 
In comparison, quantile regression can overcome the problems that are difficult to find in pure 
time series data and pure cross-sectional data, and the research conclusions are more accurate 
and the research scope is wider. Quantile regression is more accurate when the sample data 
has a significantly heteroscedastic, thick-tailed, or spiky distribution. The estimated value of 
the quantile regression coefficient is not affected by the extreme values of the sample, and the 
regression coefficient is obtained by using the weighted average of the absolute value of the 
minimized residual. At the same time, quantile regression requires only independent error 
terms for sample data. Using quantile regression to analyze sample data will yield more 
accurate conclusions than traditional least squares regression. 
This part builds a panel quantile regression model to conduct an empirical analysis of the 
consumption promotion effect of tax cuts and fee reductions in the context of the new dual-
cycle development. The panel quantile regression model is also a weighted minimization 
residual error that modifies the traditional linear panel model. The regression estimation 
method of the sum of absolute values,in the form of: 
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Among them: Yit is the explained variable,Xit is the explanatory variable,Dit is the control 
variable,βT and θT are the marginal effect parameters at the Tth quantile,and εT,it is the 
unobserved random item. 
In the traditional mean linear model,all sample points are given the same weight in the 
estimation procedure,so the relative importance of the sample points has nothing to do with 
the position of the sample points in the sequence;and in the quantile represented by equation 
(1) In the numerical model,the relative importance of the sample points is constrained by the 
weight of the sample points in the sequence. The sample points within a given quantile level 
are given a higher weight. 
Therefore,the parameters βT,θT and εT,it are actually conditional estimates under the 
conditions of a given quantile and a sample set {Yit,Xit,Dit}. In the estimation procedure,the 
panel quantile model described by equation (1) is estimated by minimizing the conditional loss 
function in equation (2): 
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Among them: WT is the weight of the quantile of T ∈ (1,2,...,M-1,M);LT is the loss function of 
the panel quantile model parameter estimation,LT is expressed by equation (3): 
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The panel quantile model can not only effectively eliminate the normal distribution assumption 
based on the minimum residual square sum panel model for the unobserved residual items;it 
can also analyze the heterogeneity and adjustment of the parameter values at different 
locations in the sample interval. Direction to better reflect the rich information in the sample 
data set. Therefore,this study chooses the panel quantile model for empirical analysis to 
improve the value and accuracy of the research. 

4.3. Descriptive Statistical Analysis 
As the quantile value changes from the low end to the high end, the regression model 
determination coefficient of different quantile values increases with the increase of the quantile 
value. The larger the coefficient of determination, the higher the degree of interpretation of the 
sample data by the regression line, and the more reliable the regression conclusion. From the 
quantile regression results, the determination coefficients of the regression lines for other 
quantile values except the 0.1 quantile value are higher than those of the least squares 
regression. At the same time, except for the 0.1 quantile value, the impact of income tax 
reduction and exemption on the business performance of enterprises the estimated standard 
deviations of the coefficients are all smaller than the estimated standard deviations of the 
coefficients of the least squares regression (0.069), indicating that the quantile regression 
results are more reliable. Moreover, the estimated standard deviation of the quantile regression 
system of income tax reduction and exemption decreases with the increase of the quantile value, 
and the regression coefficient continues to increase, indicating that the positive impact of 
income tax incentives on enterprises with high operating efficiency is greater and more 
accurate. Suppose b1 holds. Except for the regression coefficient of the 0.1 quantile value, the 
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regression coefficients of other quantiles of income tax reduction and exemption are not 
significant. The hypothesis a1 is further verified. 
With the continuous improvement of the quantile value, the determination coefficient of each 
quantile value regression equation gradually increased. Except for the 0.1 quantile value, the 
coefficient of determination of each quantile value is higher than the coefficient of 
determination of the least squares regression equation, and the estimated standard deviation 
of the coefficient estimated by the R&D cost plus deduction at each quantile value is smaller 
than the estimated coefficient of the least squares regression coefficient The standard deviation 
(0.044) further verified the reliability of the results of quantile regression. However, the 
regression coefficient of the R&D expense plus deduction gradually decreases after the 0.25th 
quantile, and is only 0.17 at the 0.9th quantile, indicating that the R&D expense plus R&D 
expense plus regression coefficient is positive, and the assumption a2 is further confirmed. 
However, the direct impact of the super deduction of R&D expenses on the enterprise is 
relatively low, 0.218, and is the largest at the 0.25th quantile, which is only 0.282. 

5. Research Conclusions and Policy Implications 

Compared the results, it is found that the quantile regression conclusion is more reliable. The 
quantile regression results show that: the amount of income tax reduction and exemption and 
the additional deduction of R&D expenses have a significant positive impact on high-tech 
enterprises with different operating benefits, indicating that the preferential tax policy has 
played its due role and can improve the operating efficiency of enterprises. However, the impact 
coefficient of the super deduction of R&D expenses on enterprises with high operating 
efficiency is relatively low, and the impact on enterprises with low operating efficiency is 
greater than that on enterprises with high operating efficiency. At the same time, according to 
the results of the mediation effect test, it is known that the income tax reduction and exemption 
can promote the operating efficiency of enterprises by increasing the R&D expenses. It shows 
that the conversion rate of the reduction and exemption of income tax to improve the R&D 
innovation of enterprises through R&D expenses to operating effects is low. And high-tech 
enterprises mainly obtain new technologies through research and innovation, and then 
transform them into new products to obtain operating benefits. The importance of the 
mediating role of R&D expenses in the relationship between tax incentives and business 
efficiency is self-evident. Suggestions for the above issues are given below. 
Increase the intensity and accuracy of policy implementation. The state has not only given 
financial support to high-tech enterprises, but also has a direct impact through the adjustment 
of preferential tax policies. It also indirectly improves the operating efficiency of the enterprise 
by promoting the R&D investment of the enterprise and has an indirect impact. Judging from 
the results of least squares regression and quantile regression, the positive impact of R&D 
expense deduction on the operating efficiency of enterprises is low. Although it has a greater 
impact on enterprises with low and medium operating efficiency, it has not achieved the 
expected effect of tax incentives. At the same time, the mediating effect of corporate R&D 
investment has not achieved satisfactory results. In this regard, it can be considered to 
appropriately increase the implementation of the policy of super deduction of R&D expenses, 
and at the same time improve the accuracy of policy implementation. Strengthening the 
implementation of policies can enable high-tech enterprises to obtain more financial support, 
and at the same time, further transfer and share the losses caused by the risks of enterprises in 
the R&D process, and obtain more R&D expenses. To increase the accuracy of policy 
implementation, the state should implement policies based on the actual R&D activities of 
enterprises, and only enterprises with actual R&D activities can enjoy policy preferences and 
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avoid the phenomenon of "taking advantage of policy loopholes". At the same time, timely 
detection of policy effects is mutually beneficial for policy implementers and policy users. 
Increasing the intermediary effect of R&D expenses R&D expenses play a partial intermediary 
effect between the amount of tax reduction and exemption and the operating efficiency of 
enterprises, but the effect is low and cannot meet the requirements of enterprise development. 
Attention should be paid to this. From the perspective of the enterprise itself, the enterprise 
must strictly control the conversion rate of R&D investment into innovation output. Through 
the analysis of the previous data, it can be seen that the R&D expenditure of the enterprise over 
the years is relatively high, as high as 35.73% of the operating income. If high input cannot 
achieve high output, enterprise development will be impossible. Therefore, enterprises must 
strictly control the conversion rate of R&D investment to innovation output. At the same time, 
enterprises should not focus too much on enjoying tax incentives, and should not form 
dependence on preferential policies. Self-development is the last word. The key point is to carry 
out scientific and technological research and development, to pursue efficient innovation 
output, to be closely linked with the market, to do a good job in market research before research 
and development activities, to ensure that research and development innovation results meet 
market demand and can be effectively transformed into business efficiency. From the 
perspective of the government, the preferential tax policies for high-tech enterprises are ex post 
preferential policies. There is no consideration given to the risk of enterprise R&D process and 
R&D failure. At the same time, my country's current risk management and control mechanism 
for high-tech enterprises is not mature enough, which seriously restricts the innovation and 
development of enterprises. Therefore, corresponding preferential policies should be 
considered for the R&D process and R&D failures of enterprises, which can effectively transfer 
or share the risks of enterprise R&D activities and reduce the risk concerns of enterprises. For 
example, a part of the funds is withdrawn as a reserve before the R&D activities of the 
enterprise, such as R&D, loss and failure reserves. The reserve fund system is an effective risk 
sharing mechanism, which can alleviate enterprises' concerns about risks and R&D failures in 
the process of high-tech R&D, improve the enthusiasm of enterprises' R&D activities, enable 
enterprises to obtain more innovation output, and realize innovation-driven economic 
development.  
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